
SpReAdSheETs 
ShoULd FriGhTEn YoU

• 8 REASONS WHY •

Here’s a scary thought: It's 2014, and 
you’re still using spreadsheets for 
project management. You’re like that 
happy-go-lucky teen at summer camp 
in a horror movie, thinking nothing 
bad could come of something simple 
like a moonlit hike in the woods. 
Your spreadsheet software might 
seem harmless, but it’s child’s play 
masquerading as an enterprise tool— 
and, well, eventually it’ll be the death 
of you. Here’s why.



8 REasONs WhY sPrEaDsHEetS sHOulD fRIgHteN yOu

1. SpReAdSheETs TriCk YoU.
As a system of record, spreadsheets invite trouble. Just open 
one, change a number or two, save it, and voila—you’ve 
rewritten history. It’s impossible to verify the accuracy of 
your numbers, and soon you’ll be haunted by misunder-
standings, misinterpretation, and wasted time. (Remember: 
People have been axed for less.)

2. SpReAdSheETs KilL 
coLlABorATiOn.
They contain no real-time information. They lack the 
workflow capabilities to link the cost of IT initiatives with 
business benefits. On a spreadsheet, users and managers 
can’t even share and analyze updates on the status and 
benefits of projects. Eventually, when people need to know 
the unknowable, they’ll come to you. How’s that for scary? 

3. SpReAdSheETs aRE wHerE inSIgHt 
goES to DIe.
Spreadsheets aren’t based on a central, validated, single 
version of the truth. And without trust in data, it’s useless. 
Just try calculating the benefits of a project in terms of 
ROI—it’ll take so long that just spending the time doing the 
calculation will drive down the ROI. Spreadsheets leave you 
buried alive in data when all you need is insight.

4. SpReAdSheETs WorK At 
zoMbIe-sPEed.
The productivity of project management staff suffers 
because they have to combine information from multiple 
spreadsheets, transfer information among them, and 
reformat the information. And have you ever tried to spice 
up the “look and feel” of a spreadsheet or create custom 
views? Trust us—you’d rather be dead. 

5. SpReAdSheETs LeAd To 
baD dECisIoNs. 
No workflow controls, no requirements before moving 
projects past critical milestones—you don’t even know if all 
the data is accurate. Before you know it, you’re making bad 
decisions like a horror movie teen again. (No, the basement is 
not a good place to hide from the ax murderer.) 

6. SpReAdSheETs LeAve YOu In 
tHe dARk.
Spreadsheets have very few things in their bag of tricks, and 
hypothetical thinking isn’t one of them. They make it hard to 
create what-if scenarios that assist decision making for 
change requests. Without playing out different scenarios, how 
do you know the right one? 

7. SpReAdSheETs SucK tHe lIFebLOod 
oUt oF yOuR OtHer SySteMs.
If you were to keep your data in a real PPM system, you’d be 
able to integrate it with other systems, too, and get some truly 
valuable insight out of it. But stick it in a spreadsheet, and it’s 
as good as useless. RIP efficiency. 

8. SpReAdSheETs aRE neARlY siX 
feET unDEr.
At this point, the fact that you still manage projects with 
spreadsheets is a skeleton you’ll want to keep in your closet. 
Leading IT organizations are moving to PPM because of its 
undeniable business benefits, and you don’t want to be 
left behind.

DriVE a sTAke InTo tHE heARt oF sPreADsHeEtS
Cloud portfolio management can change everything. It provides all stakeholders with current, consistent, business-focused metrics on 
the costs and business benefits of projects, allowing managers to continuously rebalance spending as both the status of projects and 
the needs of the business change. It also provides consistent, accurate, and easy-to-understand updates on the status of individual 
projects to all technical and business stakeholders, along with measurements of how these projects help reach strategic goals. This 
clear, consistent communication makes it easier to find and fix problems more easily and less expensively, to target spending on the 
most business-critical areas, to increase alignment between IT and the various lines of business, to improve the control and manage-
ment of IT budgets, and to provide improved visibility into IT expenditures.
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